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Review 1  
Dear Authors,  

 

I think that the paper is very well structured and very well written in a fluent English. It provides a clear 

presentation of the two hypothesis under testing (H1: “Public sector banks have a higher probability of 

survival than private sector banks”; H2: “Large banks have a higher probability of survival than smaller 

banks”), a rigorous resume of the basics about the survival analysis and the reasons in using its 

instruments (I think that using here the survival analysis is very promising), a detailed illustration of the 

data and the results with regard to the estimates (according to the unconditional and the conditional type 

of exam), a wide bibliography. I have found the paper very interesting and exciting and I think that it 

will be of interest for both decision makers at financial institutions and academic and other research 

communities, as readers of the Rivista Bancaria Minerva Bancaria.  

 

Having said this, my opinion on the general structure of the article is certainly positive, and my 

comments are more on the the mode of communication of the various messages that the paper wants to 

convey.  

  

I have two main comments and some minor issues that I believe could help you improve the paper.  

 

 

Main comments 

For what concerns the survivor function estimates (conditional), at paragraph 5.2, I think it might be of 

interest to show the results of a multicollinearity analysis between the independent variables. 

Multicollinearity could take to a substantial instability in the regression coefficients estimation, this 

could explain the apparent big value, relative to the mean, of the standard deviation for some regressor 

parameters, i.e. for the “Equity/Assets ratio” (first part of the Table 6 at page 15). 

With this regard, taking a look to tables 4 and 5, it seems to me that, for example relatively to the 

regressor “Size”, some regressors, like the “Cost/Income ratio”, show a substantial independence, while 

other ones, like the “Profit after Tax”, show some kind of relationship (focusing on the “Profit after Tax” 

regressor, it assumes values, almost at a first sight, significantly different –– when you consider smaller 

or bigger banks – crossing the data in table 4 at page 10 and in table 5 at page 12 –). So, I believe that 

showing, for example, a correlation matrix among the regressors could be useful to the reader. 

 

I think that it could be useful to explore if other economic and financial variables suggested by the 

relative literature could be used as regressors in your conditional survival analysis, e.g. in my opinion it 

could be interesting to check whether belonging to a group or the company’s strategic position within 

the sector of activity are good predictors of the hazard rate. Further below I give some bibliographical 

references about this supplement of research. 

Minor comments 

I think that a sentence at page 16 could be written better to communicate in a clearer way regarding the 

conclusions that are resumed in the last paragraph of your paper. 

At the 13th and 14th rows you wrote: “The expected hazard is 0.17 times higher in bigger banks as 

opposed to smaller banks, holding other predictive variables constant.” And after you say: “If all the 

predictor variables are constant except size, bigger banks do reduce the hazard by a factor of 0.17, or 

83%.” I think that at the first sentence you wanted to write that the expected hazard rate is 0.17 time 

lower in bigger banks as opposed to smaller banks; and so, the bigger banks have a survival probability 

higher than the smaller ones, a result that confirm your “Hypothesis 2” reported at page 7 and that we 

can find also at the “Conclusion” paragraph at page 16 (“Hence, this study rejects the first hypothesis 



that PSBs have a higher probability of survival, and rather accept the second hypothesis that large 

banks do have a higher probability of survival than smaller banks”). 

 

I found sometimes difficult to understand when you referred to hazard rates (the immediate risk of a 

failure event like a bank disappearance in year t under the condition that the same bank has survived till 

time t) and to hazard ratios (the exponent of coefficients “a” in the Cox-model; so a hazard ratio is the 

effect on a hazard rate of a difference like a group membership – e.g. being a smaller or a bigger bank). 

For example, while at page 8 and 9 there are clear definitions of the hazard rates and ratios,  at page 16 

I found that the hazard rates are indicated with the acronym “HR” that formerly you used for the hazard 

ratios, and this has caused me a bit of confusion. 

 

Focusing on Figure 4, I think that equiping it with a description of banks strata (reporting the number of 

banks at risk divided along the size dimension), like in figure 3, could make understanding easier.  

 

 

Suggested references 
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Banco d’España (2020), The Banco de España in-house credit assessment system, Financial stability 

review, issue 38, 

https://repositorio.bde.es/bitstream/123456789/13555/1/Banco_Espana_in_house_credit.pdf 

 

Giovannelli, F., Iannamorelli, A., Levi, A., Orlandi, M. (2020), “The in-house credit assessment system 

of Banca d’Italia”, Quaderni di Economia e Finanza, n. 586, 

https://www.bancaditalia.it/pubblicazioni/qef/2020-0586/QEF_586_20.pdf?language_id=1 
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Review 2 
In essence the paper examines if bank ownership or bank size influence failure probability in the 

Indian banking sector. The authors use annual balance sheet data for years 2000-2018 for 56 Indian 

public and private banks and a standard Cox model to estimate failure probability. Based on the 

analysis the authors conclude that ownership does not affect failure probability, but bank size does. 

Larger banks are less likely to fail. 

 

The paper strives to make a contribution in a field that is already fairly crowded. To make a real 

contribution one would like to see use of unique data or a fresh model to explore a new 

phenomenon, something not previously fully examined in the literature. If the paper would include 

an insightful description of the Indian banking sector, the results might be interesting for a journal 

focusing on India-related economic matters. This is potentially an interesting paper for a field journal, 

but for a general economics journal I do not see enough of a contribution. Moreover, the paper feels 

more like a first draft for a discussion paper rather than a journal article. 

 

If the authors wish to work on the paper further, I would advise to focus on 

a) Data. Do include a proper section describing Indian banking sector and banking regulation overall. 

Explain thoroughly why you use only a subset of all Indian commercial institutions. Is annual data 

best fit for modern survival analysis? 

b) Existing literature. Use literature section to position your paper into the exiting literature. What is 

your contribution, what gap are you striving to fill? Think twice which papers are essential in this 

field, which ones you follow. 

c) Methodology. Cox model is a standard. Follow e.g. Lane (1986) to explain the model choice and to 

report your results. 

d) Results. Discuss your results, what was new to the literature. And why you find that ownership 

does not matter? What might explain that result? Period, data sample,…? 

  



Editor comment 
I have now received the reports form the two the referees on your paper, which you can find at the 

bottom of this letter. While one of the reviewers enjoyed the paper, the other is rather skeptical. On 

account of the two diverging positions, and having read the paper myself, I am willing to offer you 

the opportunity to revise the paper according to the suggestions of the reviewers. In particular, while 

I am not concerned with the fact that the paper is mainly replicating well-known analyses to the case 

of India, I ask you to emphasize all original contributions with respect to the literature, and to take all 

the suggestions made by the referees or provide sound motivations for not having done so. Let me 

emphasize that this requires a significant amount of work and I cannot guarantee that the final result 

will be an acceptance. 

  



Round 2 

Review 1  
Dear Authors, 

thank you very much for your revision. 

 

I think that the paper is now clearer than before and structured in a better way. 

 

In particular, I appreciated the introduction of a specific paragraph dedicated to an agile presentation 

of the "Indian Banking Structure" (Paragraph 2) and the presence of the table 6 about the correlation 

coefficients of various features used in the survival model. 

 

However, I think that there is room for further improvement. 

 

First of all, I think the paper have some problems with the numbering of the paragraphs: e.g., at page 

6 it is reported the number 2.1 for a paragraph that in my opinion should have reported the number 

3.2. 

 

Furthermore, in several places of the paper I met typos, like at page 12 "from the table it is clear that 

some of the features are HIGLY correlated with each others and some of them have insignificant 

ASSOCIATION" (the capital letters are mine to indicate the typos). 

 

I think also that the correlation matrix at table 6 could be improved. In my opinion, it could be of 

interest to know the correlation among all the regressors in table 7, so having the correlation 

between, e.g., "Size" and "Profit and Tax" may add an interesting contribution to the analysis in 

terms of multicollinearity check. 

 

Another good point of improvement is in my opinion to show in a deeper way if (or if not) the set of 

potential regressors in table 4 could be extended to have a more effective survival function estimates 

with the regression illustrated at paragraph 5.2. 

 

Lastly, focusing on Figure 4, I think that equiping it with a description of banks strata (reporting the 

number of banks at risk divided along the size dimension), like in figure 3, could make understanding 

easier. 

Editor comment 
I had received the review on your revised version, that you can find attached below. As you can see, 

most of the comments relate to typos and other drafting issues. Those on the correlation matrix and 

on the figure are rather easy to implement. You might wat to add to the matrix also the default 

variable. The main issue relates to the estimation model. I agree with the reviewer that presenting 

the results of a couple of additional specifications including other potentially relevant, although likely 

insignificant, explanatory variables will provide a better interpretation of the results. You may base 

the additonal specifications on previous literature results. This has the advantage of showing that 

some explanatory variables that have been found to be signifcant in other studies, are not signifcant 

in your case. 

 

Once you have done these last revisions, I will be happy to accept the paper for publication. 

  



Round 3 

Editor comment 
thank you for submitting the revised version. Unfortunately, I am not satisfied with your revisions. 

 

I have two main problems. First, the way you addressed the problem of the correlation matrix is 

unsatisfactory. The request was to present a new correlation matrix including at least all regressors 

reported in table 7. This is not what you have done in the added line (in which, incidentally, what 

large banks and small banks is not even defined). For example, I want to see the correlation between 

size (measured by total assets) and profit after tax, that is not available in table 6. Second, I want to 

see the baseline specification before the iterative procedure is applied, and I want to have a precise 

description of the iterative procedure you used. The benchmark for judging what precise means is 

straightforward: it needs to allow a researcher with your data to perfectly replicate your estimates. 

 

Besides, the added sentences have been written rather harshly and colloquially. For example, that 

features have “insignificant association” is not a clear scientific definition, size is not defined, the 

name of variables is presented roughly (apparently taken from a table list). 

 

I am therefore to invite you again to revise the paper according to the given suggestions. 


